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Greatest Guide to Photography: Because It's More Than Pushing the Button (Greatest Guides)Greatest Guides Limited, 2012

	Photography tips and advice to help you... + add wow to your images with simple, little-known techniques that change a good shot into a great shot + get pin-sharp, perfectly composed & correctly exposed images, time and time again + choose the best camera and identify only those essential accessories + take stunning portraits of your...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Mobile App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is used to build scalable web applications with the help of design patterns and .NET Framework. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a design principle which separates the components of a web application. This separation helps you to modify, develop, and test different components of a web application.

...
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Getting Started with Paint.NETPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning the free Paint.NET photo editing program means you can achieve any professional effect you want, and this book shows you how, ranging from installation and plugins to advanced imaging techniques.


	Overview

	
		Quick and simple tutorials designed to help you master Paint.NET in minutes
	...
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Frommer's China (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2012

	Frommer's China guides you to the highlights of this vast and varied land, and includes our authors' insider advice on the best experiences, from hiking through some of the most spectacular scenery on the planet to visiting traditional imperial sights.

	
		Our expert authors, longtime residents in and...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...
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Exploring SE for AndroidPackt Publishing, 2015

	Discover Security Enhancements (SE) for Android to build your own protected Android-based systems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamental security models and motivations behind Linux, SELinux, and SE for Android.
	
		Build and enable current security enhancements from the SE for Android project...
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XenServer Administration Handbook: Practical Recipes for Successful DeploymentsO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Packed with practical advice, this hands-on guide provides valuable information you need to most effectively optimize and manage the XenServer open source virtualization platform. Whether you run a modest installation of a few blades or multiple global enterprise datacenters, this book focuses on the most critical issues you’re...
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Mastering Clojure Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power and fl exibility of Clojure through this practical guide to data analysis


	About This Book

	
		Explore the concept of data analysis using established scientific methods combined with the powerful Clojure language
	
		Master Naive Bayesian Classification, Benford's Law, and...
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Building Modern Web Applications Using AngularPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn about the core building blocks of Angular
	
		Build and architect high performance web applications
	
		Implement the latest JavaScript concepts in ECMAScript 2015, ECMAScript 2016, and TypeScript
	
		Leverage the latest Angular features to get the most out of your web...
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Lonely Planet Andalucia (Regional Guide)Lonely Planet, 2019

	
		Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher 

	
		Lonely Planet's Andalucíais your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Experience the Alhambra's perfect blend of architecture and nature, visit the...
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Videoblogging For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

    

    Eager to try this exciting new form of twenty-first century communication? This book makes it easy! A groundbreaking vlogger shows you what you need to get started, how to turn your text blog into a videoblog, how to make things easy for your adoring public, and even how to deal with little snags like stage...
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